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Applied Statistics in the Climate Sciences

A mild overview
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Randomness and determinism

⚫ Is the Rouge river streamflow deterministic or probabilistic ?

Streamflow time series
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⚫ Is the climate system deterministic or probabilistic ?
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⚫ What is deterministic and what is random ?



Randomness and determinism

⚫ What is deterministic and what is random ?

⚫ Is this question nonsense ?



Flipping a coin

« We conclude that coin-tossing is ‘physics’, not ‘random’. »

Diaconis et al. 2007



Generating a « random » number

‘Middle-square’ algorithm

Deterministic, nonlinear

dynamic system.

‘Pseudo-random’.



Deterministic versus Probabilistic

⚫ Everything is deterministic, randomness does not exist in the real world. 

⚫ Chaos is not randomness, it is insufficient knowledge about the initial 

condition (and/or the boundary condition, and/or the dynamic).

Probabilities are a convenient mathematical tools to 

describe deterministic systems that are insufficiently

known.

‘Probabilistic’ is not a property of a system, but a 

modeling choice of the system’s observer.
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Theory and Application

⚫ Mathematics

⚫ Applied Mathematics

⚫ Statistics

⚫ Applied Statistics

⚫ Application of Applied Statistics to theoretical problems

⚫ Application of Applied Statistics to applied problems

Theory

Application

Data Science



Data volume trend in climate science

Overpeck et al. 2011



A simple story

⚫ Exponential trend on data generation

and storage,

⚫ Matched by smart algorithms and 

large computional power,

⚫ New applications, products, services, 

and tools for science. 



The AI  ‘fourth revolution’

⚫ Search Engines & Internet

⚫ Health & Genomics

⚫ Astrophysics

⚫ Banking & Finance

⚫ Transport & Logistics

⚫ Marketing & Media

⚫ Energy & Distribution

⚫ Agriculture & Forestry

⚫ Urbanism



Skill trend in image recognition 

ImageNet challenge



Machine learning is essentially a form of applied statistics:

⚫ increased emphasis on the use of computers to statistically

estimate complicated functions,

⚫ decreased emphasis on proving confidence intervals around these

functions.

Applied

Statistics
Deep learning

Goodfellow I., Y. Bengio and A. Courville (2016) Deep Learning, MIT Press

Applied Statistics and Machine learning

Machine learning



Machine learning is essentially a form of applied statistics:

⚫ increased emphasis on the use of computers to statistically

estimate complicated functions,

⚫ decreased emphasis on proving confidence intervals around these

functions.

Applied

Statistics

Goodfellow I., Y. Bengio and A. Courville (2016) Deep Learning, MIT Press

Applied Statistics, Machine learning and AI

Artificial

Intelligence

Deep learning

Machine learning
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Applied Statistics: a swiss knife



Applied Statistics: using existing tools



Applied Statistics: designing more tools



Applied Statistics: a few useful tools

Linear Regression

Gaussian Processes

Extreme Value Analysis
Deep Learning

Causal Inference

Hidden Markov Models
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Linear regression



Linear regression

Impact variable Climate variables
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Yields by crop, year

and country.



Data

yield

(maize)

growing season

temperature (maize)

Observations:

Yields by crop, year

and country (FAO).

Observations:

Growing season

temperature by crop, year and 

country (HadCRUT).



Model

Similar to:

- Lobell et al. (2011)

- Moore and Lobell (2015)

- Burney (2014)

- Heft-Neal et al. (2017)



Results

⚫ Factual: Historical

⚫ Counterfactual: No GHG
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Linear regression

Impact variable Climate variables



Basins



Data



Results
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Attribution

Evidencing the causal influence of external factors



Conventional method for attributing trends
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Conventional method for attributing trends

2

1

0

GHG     Ant.     Nat.

(non GHG)

GCM patternsObservations Coefficients

Hasselmann 1993

Hegerl et al. 1996

Allen and Tett 1999

Allen and Stott 2003

Ribes et al. 2012

Hannart et al. 2014

Hannart 2016

Katzfuss et al. 2017

Hannart 2018b

More to come.



Linear regression model

Inference: projection of the data



Optimal projection



Two steps approach



Illustration



Integrated approach

Hannart 2016



Integrated likelihood



Skill

M
S

E

MSE of the estimator
Reliability of the 

confidence interval
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Wind power generation



Context and motivation

⚫ wind speed (Rawson wind farm): 10’ differentiated series

Time dependence structure can be reasonably well

modelled e.g. with an autoregressive model of order 2 on the

differentiated time series ( = ARI(2,1) process) 

Some predictivity.



Context and motivation

⚫ Idea of “upstream prediction”

What would be the benefit of leveraging space-time dependence ?



Context and motivation

⚫ Idea: wind farm + “integrated forecasting network” 

wind farm

sensor



Data 



Notation

.

time

s*



Notation

assumed to be a multivariate Gaussian with covariance S



Notation

assumed to be a multivariate Gaussian mixture

with constant covariance S

regularized estimate of S



Prediction

The prediction follows: 

present

past



Correlogram of S
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non separability

reflects the dynamic

of the flow



Covariance regularization

Covariance regularization: low rank representation

r basis functions are retained (r<<p)

nugget



Covariance regularization

Covariance regularization: low rank representation

r basis functions are retained (r<<p)

nugget

ad hoc wave propagation basis functions

probably exist

but use of EOFs



Eigenvectors
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the eigenvectors of the covariance S are dynamic maps

eofs also exhibit wave-like moving patterns



Skill of covariance estimation
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Estimated weights
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Skill of prediction

~85%

mse

reduction



Interpolating temperature missing values

Daily temperature (SST), Aug 1-31 2010, Red Sea

Context of this research work:

- Data challenge, Extreme Value Analysis 2019 

- Co-supervision of the Msc. thesis of F. Baeriswyl, University McGill

- Results presented at Summer School « Mathematics of Climate and the Environment », CNRS / IHP.



Notation

assumed to be a multivariate Gaussian with covariance S



Skill

⚫ #1 best ranking: 0.0036 

— Team LC2019. 

— Poisson equation regularization (~ similar to ours).

⚫ #2 best ranking: 0.0044

— Team Rainbow warriors.

— Quasiseparable Gaussian process.

⚫ #3 best ranking: 0.0047

— Team BlackBox

— Deep Learning, convolutional recurrent architecture.

⚫ about 50 teams participated.

our team
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Deep learning

u

ReLU function (Rectified Linear Unit)



Deep learning



Deep learning



Deep learning



Deep learning

⚫ High dimensional optimization problem

⚫ Stochastic gradient indecent

⚫ Backpropagation (= chain rule)

⚫ Many tricks



Convolutional Autoencoder

Encoder Decoder



Hurricane attribution

Katia Irma Jose

8 September 2017 06.00pm GMT



Temporal plot of tropical cyclones occurrences

NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information, State of the Climate: Hurricanes and Tropical Storms for 

Annual 2017, published online January 2018, retrieved on July 27, 2018 from

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sotc/tropical-cyclones/201713.

compatible 

with natural

variations
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Spatial plot of tropical cyclones tracks



Individual trajectories



Individual trajectories: dimension reduction



Results – work in progress

⚫ The probability of hurricanes with z>0.5 has increased by a factor 6.

⚫ Something has changed. 

⚫ Work in progress:

— robustness check & verification on simulations

— physical interpretation of the classifier

Classifier evolution



Future projections of climate change



Climate models: subgrid processes



Clouds

Low level clouds: stratocumulus 



Stratocumulus response is a major part of uncertainty



Getting around the computational wall: the AI trick



Some encouraging early results

Rasp et al. 2018



A promising way forward



Understanding clouds from satellite images

Rasp et al. 2019



Understanding clouds from satellite images

Rasp et al. 2019
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Data Assimilation: hybrid approach stat + physical models

State vector:

atmospheric

model 

Observations:

multiple

sensors

Numerical Weather Prediction requires to initialize the model

every six hours with new observations.



Outlook of Data Assimilation

Trend: expansion towards new applications, general framework

for interfacing large models and observations.

⚫ initialization

⚫ reconstruction

⚫ estimation: model parameters

Proposal:

⚫ model evaluation

Examples:



Outlook of Data Assimilation

State vector:

atmospheric

model 

Observations:

multiple

sensors

Goal: deriving the PDF of X conditional on Y = y

Y X

high dimensional Bayesian update in a HMM



The “primitive equations” of data assimilation

⚫ Dynamic equation:

⚫ Observational equation:

⚫ vt and wt Gaussian error terms

with covariance Q and R; 

⚫ M is the model with Ft external

forcing; 

⚫ H is the observation operator.

Solution:

Gaussian linear

approximation

Assumptions:

Hidden Markov

model

⚫ Propagation equation:

⚫ Update equation:



The likelihood is a by-product of data assimilation

Solution:

Gaussian linear

approximation

⚫ Propagation equation:

⚫ Update equation:

By-product:

PDF of 

observation y

⚫ Likelihood equation:

with:



The likelihood is a by-product of data assimilation

⚫ Likelihood :

with:

Accounts for observational noise and inhomogeneity

Spatial-temporal-variable aggregation



Test in the forced Lorenz model

A trajectory in the state space



Test in the forced Lorenz model

piece of a trajectory + observations

Model 1 (l = 40) Model 2 (l = 0)

Which is best? (observations come from model 1)
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Test in the forced Lorenz model

⚫ Marginal likelihood of the observed trajectory is derived for both models by 

assimilating observations.



Test in the forced Lorenz model

The reconstruction of the correct model

is usually slightly better than the one of

the wrong model.



Test in the forced Lorenz model

⚫ The reconstruction of the correct model is usually slightly better than the

one of the wrong model.

⚫ Small local differences pile up into a large amount of likelihood difference

overall.

lo
g

 p
1

 / 
p

2

significance level



Summary

⚫ Marginal likelihood appears to be a possible metric to evaluate the ability of 

a model to represent a given sequence of observations.

⚫ Data Assimilation appears to be a reasonable solution to compute marginal 

likelihood.

⚫ Offers the advantage to synergize with existing infrastructure and expertise, 

especially regarding observational error.

⚫ Research under way:

— Experiments using larger models (ICTP AGCM, WRF)

— Implementation on real case studies.

— Theoretical and practical challenges for computing the likelihood (determinant, 
localization, …)
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Conclusion

⚫ The emergence and improved access to large datasets and increased

computational power, transformed the field of applied statistics and 

computer science. 

⚫ New tools are needed to handle large data. The emergence of new tools

creates new approaches, applications, products, findings.

⚫ Many areas of climate science and climate services are concerned by 

these evolutions. 

⚫ However, especially in clilmate science, problems for which small data 

prevails remain many, and are still a very important aspect in applied

statistics.



Thank you



World Economic Forum report 2018



Climate Informatics, NCAR, 2014 to present



AI in weather and climate, Montreal, July 2019



Prospective considerations on AI – JASON report



Prospective considerations on AI – JASON report

⚫ BD/DL is the mainstream paradigm of AI thus far:

— Big Data (104 - 107 examples) combined with Deep Learning,

— DL is by now a well documented and well accessible expertise.



Prospective considerations on AI – JASON report

⚫ BD/DL is probably not the end of the story in IA:

— Small Data (102 - 104 examples) is not unfrequent.

— Explainability / reliability / causality is often requested and yet not particularly

amenable to DL. 



Prospective considerations on AI – JASON report

⚫ Next possible hot topics:

— Probabilistic graphical models / Bayesian networks, Gaussian processes,

— Probabilistic generative models / Bayesian priors,

— Hybridization with other tools (numerical physical models, agent models).

What’s coming next will likely originate from the field of applied statistics.

BD/DL is key, yet a «pure play» BD/DL scientific strategy is arguably risky.


